Spooks on the Highway
meanwhile -- across
town at a quiet OFF
CAMPUS apartment...

by jolly r. blackburn

tell me about it...
\’m not liking this ONE bit.

hey NEWT -can \ get a
STATUS
UPDATE?
anything
HAPPENING
in your
SECTOR..?

negatory,
LO-MAN.

QUIET here -got no PINGS
no VISUALS.
no CHATTER.

hmmm...
well that’s
certainly
odd..

and you’re
SURE the
TARGETS are
LOGGED in?
roger that...
my MEMBER-PEEP
indicates BOTH
have been ONLINE
for at least
TWO HOURS...

okay -here’s what
\ WANT you
to do...

why? surely
they’ve got that
area COVERED...
\ was thinking of
checkin’ KEEFER’S
WELL again.

rejoin
LADY HACK
and NEO near
“THE BRIARS”.

don’t
waste
your time.

that ‘FALSE
PING’ just
didn’t seem
RIGHT to me.

curious...
and YET
there’s no
SIGN of em.

look -- it’s
probably NOTHING
-- but there was
some unusual
CHATTER online
this morning.

yeah...?

“brian, \ don’t mean to DAMPEN your spirits, but ‘HELLO!!’
you set the MAYOR on fire! in front of WITNESSES!!”

—Sara Felton, KODT Issue #75, Change of Venue
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W-WHAT....¿¿¡¡

holy
ba-jeemus...

but they AGREED
to keep it UNDER wraps.

what’s
the 411 on
THAT, team
leader?

it hasn’t been
CONFIRMED -- but
they think one
of their guys
went ROGUE.

so you think
we’ve got
SPOOKS on
the HIGHWAY...?

well... there’s
a RUMOR one
of the CODE
MONKEYS gave
up PATHFINDER.

it’s SOMETHING we
have to
consider.

NEWT....?
SWEETHEART?
look, on
your WAY
to the...

yeah, MAMAW...?
would you like
another JUICE
PACK, dear...?

oh --yeah,
MAMAW.

you were
saying...?

that’d be
GREAT.

-sighJUST a
second,
LO-MAN.

look -- on your
WAY to the BRIARS -swing by and PICK UP
that NOOB we
killled on BROKEN
SHELF this morning.

okay,
sorry
‘bout that.

thanks.

y-you want me to
RETRIEVE a
DEAD BODY??
how come...?

place the BODY
near the
“NOTCH” -be sure to
PILE on some
SWAG BAIT.
let’s see what
we FLUSH out.

good -aaaah -- got
ya, team leader.
GENIUS -\’m on it.

KEEP me
informed,
NOOB
SLAYER.

we’re gonna
put out a
CHUM LINE.

“so as NEWT pulls back the COVERS on the WATER BED and PATS it… h-he turns
to -belch- NI-TWO and says, sir, \ can EASILY go 4d6 rounds -- if’n she’s UP to it. ”

—Pete Ashton, KODT Issue #122, A Pound of Pwnage and an Ounce of Pride
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